It is our purpose in this paper to initiate a study of the algebraic properties of a left loop Q(-) satisfying the identical relation (1) yiz ■ yx) = (y ■ zy)x for all x,y, z £ Q. It is shown that (1) implies right division in Q(). By introducing a new operation ' ° ' in Q, the connection between the left loop Qi) and Bol loop g(°) is established. Further we show that the role of nuclei in the left loop theory is not the same as that in the loop theory. We conclude the paper by describing situations in which the left loop Q() is Moufang.
Introduction. A loop £){■) is a Bol loop if and only if
{xy ■ z)y = x{yz ■ y)
for all x, y, z E Q. Bol loops had their origin in the work of Bol [1] and their algebraic properties have been discussed by Robinson [2] . There exists a duality between those loops satisfying (1) and those loops for which In this paper we discuss the algebraic properties of a left loop Q{-) with L.B.P. We show that (2) implies right division in Q{-). Secondly we introduce a new operation ' o ' in Q and prove that Q(°) is a loop with L.B.P. Robinson [2] has proved results for the loops with R.B.P., so similar theorems hold for the loop Q(°) and this fact helps us in discussing results for Q(-). Further we emphasize some principal distinction between the left loop theory and the loop theory. Namely, such notions as nuclei are not valid in the left loop theory. Instead, some new notions introduced are more effective in the case of a left loop with L.B.P. We conclude the paper by describing situations in which a left loop with L.B.P. is Moufang. We recall that a left quasi-group is a magma (groupoid) (3(0 m which the equation a • x = b is uniquely soluble: x = a\b. A left quasi-group Q(-) with right identity e (a ■ e = a, Va G Q) is called a left loop.
In this paper we denote the right inverse of each x G Q by xp, i.e., x ■ xp = e. This completes the proof of (i). Let x = e in (4); then zp ■ z = e or (5) (zp)p = z for all z G Q.
Further, e ■ e = e => ep = e. Let z = e in (4); then (6) e ■ ex -x for all x G Q.
(ii) For all x, y G Q, Proof. Let x = yp in (2); then Proof. For all x G Q, x ■ xp = e; thus Le(x ■ x") = L£(e). By using (9) and (12), we have Proof. For all x, y E Q, (17) x ° Ly = x ■ y. Proof. Since Q(-) is right alternative, xy ■ y = x ■ yy for all x, y E Q. Therefore, y(xy ■ y) = y(x ■ yy) = (y • xy)y by (2) . Put xy = z. Thus y • zy = yz ■ y for all y, z E Q. The rest of the proof follows from Theorem 7.
Theorem 9. // Q(-) is a left loop with L.B.P. and R.B.P., then it is a Moufang loop.
Proof. Since Q() satisfies (1) and by putting z = e in (1), we have xy ■ y = x ■ yy for all x, y E Q.
Thus £)(•) is right alternative. Hence Q() is a Moufang loop by Theorem 8.
